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ABSTRACT
We propose a terahertz (far-infrared) circular dichroism-based life-detection technology that
may provide a universal and unequivocal spectroscopic signature of living systems regardless of their genesis. We argue that, irrespective of the specifics of their chemistry, all life
forms will employ well-structured, chiral, stereochemically pure macromolecules (500
atoms) as the catalysts with which they perform their metabolic and replicative functions. We
also argue that nearly all such macromolecules will absorb strongly at terahertz frequencies
and exhibit significant circular dichroism, and that this circular dichroism unambiguously
distinguishes biological from abiological materials. Lastly, we describe several approaches to
the fabrication of a terahertz circular dichroism spectrometer and provide preliminary experimental indications of their feasibility. Because terahertz circular dichroism signals arise from
the molecular machinery necessary to carry out life’s metabolic and genetic processes, this
life-detection method differs fundamentally from more well-established approaches based
on the detection of isotopic fractionation, “signature” carbon compounds, disequilibria, or
other by-products of metabolism. Moreover, terahertz circular dichroism spectroscopy detects
this machinery in a manner that makes few, if any, assumptions as to its chemical nature or
the processes that it performs. Key Words: Far-infrared—Submillimeter—Spectroscopy—
Biopolymers—Proteins—DNA—Terahertz—Circular dichroism. Astrobiology 3, xxx–xxx.

INTRODUCTION

T

and the rapidly
increasing pace of planetary exploration have

HE GROWTH OF ASTROBIOLOGY

fostered significant interest in new methods for
the detection of life in extraterrestrial settings
such as Mars, Europa, or Titan (e.g., McKay, 1998;
National Research Council, 2002). The majority of
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these technologies focus on the detection of characteristic patterns of organic or inorganic materials (e.g., McKay et al., 1996; Thomas-Keprta et al.,
2000), the presence of distinctive isotopic fractionations (e.g., Greenwood et al., 1997; Mojzsis
and Arrhenius, 1998), or the observation of significant chemical disequilibria (e.g., Sagan et al.,
1993). While each of these approaches is a powerful tool in the quest to detect non-terrestrial life,
they all suffer, at least to some extent, from a terrestrial bias. For example, on Earth, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are invariably associated with highly altered fossils (e.g., fossil fuels and their combustion products) and thus are
relatively unambiguous signatures of life. Abiological production of PAHs, however, has been
suggested for non-terrestrial settings (Zolotov
and Shock, 1999), and PAHs are common in the
interstellar medium (Henning and Schnaiter,
1998), thus clouding, for example, the suggestion
that the PAHs in the Martian meteorite ALH84001
meteorite are biogenic (McKay et al., 1996). Similarly, non-biological isotopic fractionation has
been observed (Anbar et al., 2000) that could masquerade as a life signature. Lastly, it is widely
held that inorganic chemical disequilibria led to
a false detection event when, by analogy to terrestrial life (Klein, 1974), water and simple organic “food” were provided to putative Mars organisms in the Viking experiments (Klein, 1992).
We may thus conclude that most contemporary
life-detection approaches are complicated by the
need to interpret their outcomes in terms of expectations based on the metabolic processes and
products of terrestrial references.
We propose here terahertz (far-infrared) circular dichroism (TCD) spectroscopy as perhaps the
first of a fundamentally different, and thus complementary, class of life-detection methods. This
new approach focuses not on the metabolism or
metabolic by-products of life but instead on the
molecular machinery necessary to carry out life
processes. The TCD life-detection approach is
based on the argument that stereochemically
pure, chiral macromolecules are a universal and
unambiguous signature of chemical life (Fig. 1),
and that essentially all such macromolecules will
exhibit circular dichroism (CD) over a broad
range of the terahertz spectrum. We thus believe
that TCD will detect the molecular machinery of
life in a manner that makes few assumptions as
to the chemical nature of this machinery or the
processes that it performs.
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APPROACH
It is widely appreciated that all macromolecules with ionic or polar constituents absorb
strongly across the terahertz part of the spectrum
(e.g., Markelz et al., 2000; Globus et al., 2002;
Woolard et al., 2002). We have performed simulation studies suggesting that for most, if not all,
chiral macromolecules this absorbance will be accompanied by relatively strong CD. We have also
designed and are currently building several CD
spectrometers operating at terahertz frequencies.

Simulated TCD spectra
While ab initio methods have been used to successfully calculate the CD spectra of small molecules, the direct calculation of CD features arising from the collective vibrational modes of
macromolecules are computationally intractable.
In an effort to develop our intuition about the
possible magnitude of the TCD effect we thus resort to calculating the TCD spectra generated by
two simple physical models of the relevant molecular motions.
Mass and spring model. Given the prevalence of
helical substructures in terrestrial biopolymers
such as proteins, DNA, and RNA (see Discussion), we are compelled to explore a “masses and
springs” model of a helical molecular structure as
a simple physical representation that captures the
essential features of biological macromolecules.
Here we eschew as much detail as possible and
strive for the simplest model that produces TCD
and that we can manipulate to develop some intuition about spectral signatures and their order
of magnitude.
Models of vibrational CD have been explored,
but these have largely focused on spectra in
the near-infrared, spectra dominated by bond
stretching and bending, and the wagging of small
subunits in a macromolecule (Deutsch and
Moscowitz, 1968, 1970; Holzwarth and Chabay,
1972; Schellma, 1973). The terahertz part of the
spectrum couples to macromolecular vibrations
of the “whole” and requires a model that explores
collective vibrations. In collective vibrations nearest neighbor atoms move together, with large relative motions being experienced only by pairs of
atoms that are widely separated in the macromolecule. An important consideration is that, as
these low-frequency macromolecular vibrations
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FIG. 1. The structure of the protein bacteriorhodopsin, a typical example of one of the stereochemically pure,
chiral macromolecules universally associated with life on Earth. Shown is a schematic diagram of the protein in
which only the backbone of the polymer, a few key side chains, and the optical chromophore are illustrated—were
all atoms presented in the figure the protein would appear from the outside to be a well-packed, monolithic structure. Indicated by arrows are the atomic motions involved in the protein’s low-frequency mode at 0.498 THz. As is
generally the case with the low-frequency vibrational modes of bacteriorhodopsin, this mode involves large amplitude, in-plane motion of its seven -helices. Our analysis suggests that these low-frequency modes will exhibit significant CD. The length of the arrows is proportional to the motion of the element involved, but is exaggerated to facilitate viewing.
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soften, they evolve into large-amplitude conformational changes that are widely held to be biologically (functionally) relevant (e.g., Tama and
Brooks, 2002).
Our model comprises a simple collection of
masses distributed uniformly in a helical pattern
(Fig. 2). Each mass represents more than a simple atom or ion; it represents the covalently
bonded atom on the backbone and whatever is
attached to it. We assume that these units interact only with their nearest neighbors. For the sake
of simplicity we assume all masses are the same,
and we treat only the torsional motion of the
masses about the axis of the helix (Fig. 2). This
model will produce acoustic-like torsional
modes that propagate along the helix. The model
is further simplified by not considering radial
and longitudinal acoustic modes. To couple to
the propagating terahertz electromagnetic field
and produce a polarization that attenuates and
alters the speed of the electromagnetic wave,
charge must be distributed along the helix. The

parameters used, which roughly approximate
the -helix of terrestrial proteins, are the following: period of the helix, 0.55 nm; masses/period,
10; charge distribution, 5e/14 sites; highestfrequency acoustic mode, 10 THz; volume density or helix period/m3, 0.9  1027 m3; relaxation time, 0.53  1012 s.
Normal mode analysis. While simple, generic
models can provide important insights into the
general issue of macromolecular TCD, it is also
important to explore whether similar effects are
present in more realistic models of terrestrial
biopolymers. To this end we have also performed
detailed calculations of the TCD spectra of a specific, representative biopolymer, the archeal protein bacteriorhodopsin (Fig. 1). Normal mode calculations (Brooks et al., 1995) were performed to
analyze the low-frequency modes in the native
protein [wild type (WT)] and a version of the protein containing a single mutation in which the
residue aspartate-96 is replaced with asparagine
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FIG. 2. End and side views of a simple “mass and spring” model that captures the TCD features of a generic,
chiral macromolecule. The motion of the masses is described by a simple rotation about the helix axis. The angular
motion of neighboring masses is coupled through a restoring torque proportional to the relative rotations. An electromagnetic field forces the charged masses to rotate producing a polarization that can be both in the direction of the
field but also normal to it via the mutual coupling.
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(D96N). We selected this mutation because of the
availability of a crystal structure. The atomic coordinates used in the calculations were PDB entry 1C3W [0.155 nm resolution (Luecke et al.,
1999a)] for WT and PDB entry 1C8R [0.20 nm resolution (Luecke et al., 1999b)] for D96N. Hydrogen atoms were added using Insight II (version
2000, Accelrys, San Diego, CA). The protonation
states of the residues were assigned following the
literature (Ren et al., 2001). The water molecules
present in the crystal structure were included in
one set of calculations and excluded in a second
set of calculations. This approach allows us to determine the impact of biological water on terahertz spectra (Fig. 3).
The crystal structure of a protein is generally
inappropriate for direct harmonic analysis, and
the structure must be minimized prior to analysis (Janezic and Brooks, 1995; Janezic et al., 1995).
We used the program CHARMM (Brooks et al.,
1983) to generate a minimum energy structure
while applying harmonic constraints to the protein backbone during the initial minimization.
The constraints were progressively reduced at
each cycle, and then the constraints were removed and the system was minimized until the
energy gradient was below 4  106 kJ/mol. The
nonbonded interactions were truncated at 1.3 nm,

and van der Waals interactions switched between
1.0 and 1.2 nm.
Normal modes were obtained using the “Iterative Diagonalization in a Mixed Basis Set” method,
which was developed previously to handle large
molecular systems (Mouawad and Perahia, 1993).
This method uses an iterative procedure that provides good accuracy for the low-frequency regions of interest to this study. The program
CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983; MacKerell et al.,
1998) was used for all energy minimizations and
normal mode analysis.
The normal modes were determined, and a
representative low-frequency mode was selected
for further analysis (Fig. 1). Analysis of all the
strong modes below 3 THz indicates that the vast
majority involve large-amplitude motion of entire helices (similar to those shown in Fig. 1). The
intensity of such modes is due to the fact that one
or more of the residues in these helices are
charged, which generates a large change in dipole moment associated with the vibrational motion. Of particular interest here, however, is the
extent to which such vibrations are CD-active. We
simulated the TCD spectrum of a protein undergoing large-amplitude motion of helical segments
by creating an artificial system containing seven
partially charged masses connected via weak
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(Fig. 1). The vibrational CD engine within Gaussian-98 was used to predict the TCD spectrum. The
physics underlying this approach are well established and well documented, and thus we will
not reiterate a detailed discussion of the method
here but instead direct interested readers to the
relevant literature (Cheeseman et al., 1996; Frisch
et al., 1998).

Development of a TCD spectrometer

FIG. 3. Calculated terahertz spectra of wild-type bacteriorhodopsin (top) and bacteriorhodopsin modified
via single amino acid replacement (bottom; D96N mutation). The contributions of water (dotted line) are highlighted by dividing the spectrum calculated for the protein in the presence of water by that calculated in the
absence of water. Both macromolecules absorb strongly
and broadly across the terahertz, suggesting that terahertz
spectroscopy would be a relatively broad probe of macromolecules in general. Of note, however, the distinct differences between the spectrum of the WT and mutant proteins indicate that the precise details of the spectra depend
on the precise details of the molecular structure. Also
noteworthy is the observation that water enhances the intensity of all bands, and has a significant effect on the lowest-frequency modes.

bonds. The system was constructed using atoms
selected so that a planar equilibrium geometry is
obtained, and the system was minimized using
Hartree–Fock ab initio procedures and a 6-31G(d)
basis set. The system was then modified by increasing the masses of the atoms 100–fold to produce resonances that mimic large-amplitude protein vibrations involving entire helix segments

Sources and detectors. We are currently developing TCD spectrometers based on two terahertz
sources: the UCSB Free Electron Laser, a tunable,
kilowatt pulsed source covering from 0.12 to 5
THz (Ramian, 1992), and a solid-state, continuous wave (CW), 20 mW Gunn Oscillator operating at 0.14 THz (Quinstar Technology, Inc., Torrance, CA). The Gunn Oscillator is a compact,
low-mass, low-power source. It is also a CW
source, thus allowing for the rapid modulation of
polarization for the purposes of synchronous detection, which can produce potentially critical improvements in signal-to-noise. The free electron
laser, in contrast, fills a three-story building (and
thus is hardly “flight-ready technology”) and is
a non-CW source (repetition rate 3 Hz). Given
its high output power and tunability, however, it
is an ideal test instrument to explore and document TCD in strongly absorbing material over a
broad frequency range. Further, while the terahertz part of the spectrum remains less well developed than either the UV-visible or nearinfrared parts of the spectrum, much specialized
research instrumentation has been developed,
largely for astrophysical applications. Perhaps
most promising are recent demonstrations of
quantum cascade lasers operating at frequencies
as low as 3.4 THz (Williams et al., 2003) suggesting that compact, robust, low-power solid-state
terahertz sources will be available within the next
few years. In addition to high-power sources,
strongly absorbing material will also require the
use of sensitive detectors and thus cryogenic hot
electron bolometers and photoconductors that
are fast and have NEP (noise equivalent input
powers per root Hz) 1012 W. The work described here, however, employs less sensitive, but
more convenient, room temperature pyroelectric
detectors.
Optics for circular polarization. Circular polarization occurs when the phase of the transverse
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electric field on one axis is advanced or delayed
by 90° with respect to the (equal amplitude) field
on the other axis. To an observer, the net electric
field vector will appear to rotate, to the left or
right depending on which axis is delayed, completing one rotation per wavelength. Linear polarization can be converted to circular, and vice
versa, with a birefringent material fabricated as a
quarter-wave plate or by using wire grid polarizers that separate two orthogonal polarizations
and introduce the appropriate phase delay by a
difference in path length. The “purity” of the
right or left circular polarization depends on the
relative amplitudes of the two phases and is readily assayed (to within a precision of 1%) by rotating a linear polarizer in the beam and, for some
spectrometer designs, is easily adjusted (via modulation of the input polarizations). Critically, CD
signal strength is linearly related to polarization
purity, and thus discrepancies of even a few percent are not a significant hurdle with respect to
achieving the qualitative goal of life detection.
The measurement of CD in the visible and
near-infrared (500 nm–10 m) is well established,
with a number of excellent commercial instruments available (reviewed by Kliger et al., 1990).
In order to generate alternating polarizations
these spectrometers generally employ the elastooptic properties to induce birefringence in materials such as ZnSe. A piezo-electric transducer
provides sufficient drive for a full polarization cycle. A similar approach cannot be employed at
terahertz frequencies, however, because the orders of magnitude longer wavelength would require prohibitively large electromechanical driving of the birefringent material. We are exploring
several means of generating alternating circular
polarization that appear well suited to the terahertz regime (Fig. 4). Each has unique advantages
and disadvantages regarding its modulation rate
and its ability to generate pure, stable circular polarization across a broad swath of the terahertz
spectrum.
Our first approach (Fig. 4, top) involves a rotating quartz wave plate. This consists of an x-cut (cut
parallel to the growth, or z-axis) quartz crystal,
which exhibits “slow” and “fast” axes that result
in a 1/4  phase shift between vertically and horizontally polarized light. A linearly polarized input beam is passed through the plate, generating
an alternating right-circular/linear/left-circular/
linear polarized output as the quartz is rotated.
Our second approach (Fig. 4, middle) utilizes
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FIG. 4. Schematics and images of TCD spectrometers
built using a quartz 1/4 wave plate (top), rotating polarizers (middle), and moving mirrors (bottom).

a reflective circular polarizer, consisting of a freestanding wire grid placed 1/8  in front of a mirror. Half of the radiation is immediately reflected
by the grid, while the other half, in the orthogonal polarization, is reflected by the mirror and delayed by 1/4  resulting in a conversion from linear to circular polarization. A rotating polarizer
modulates the incident radiation falling on the
circular polarizer, alternating between 45° and
45° with respect to the wire grid and thus generating alternating circular polarizations.
Our third approach (Fig. 4, bottom) uses a polarizing Michaelson interferometer. Wire grid polarizers in each arm are orthogonally oriented. As
the length of one arm is changed, the phase relationship between vertical and horizontal components defines a sequence of polarization states including pure left and pure right circular. The
mirror is stepped by 1/4 wavelength to sequentially alternate between left and right circular for
each FEL pulse. This approach is especially attractive for continuous sources. Another significant advantage of this approach is that both amplitude and phase can be adjusted in order to
provide near-perfect circular polarization.

TCD FOR SPECTROSCOPIC LIFE DETECTION
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Samples: the first control experiments. In order to
test and debug our initial TCD spectrometer
schemes, we have employed small, hand-wound
springs of 0.23 mm diameter made from 0.025mm copper wire. These materials are both conducting and chiral (helical) on dimensions similar to those of the wavelengths being probed and
should exhibit very strong CD signals. Because
these materials are certain to exhibit strong CD,
we have employed “single-handed” samples of
such springs, in random orientations, in our positive control experiments.

ject (e.g., Yee et al., 1994; Maritan et al., 2000;
Stasiak and Maddocks, 2000).
Evolution, a critical component of the definition of life, will produce selective pressures that
ensure that these chiral, biologically produced
macromolecules will be produced in enantiomerically pure (only one stereoisomer) form. This is
because, by analogy to the observation that your
right shoe does not fit on your left foot, in general only one of the two enantiomers will be biologically active. The production of the incorrect,
inactive enantiomer is thus almost always wasteful, and its elimination will be the subject of selective pressures. [Pursuing the above analogy, if
evolution had invented footwear, there would be
selective pressure to suppress the asymmetry between our feet in order to avoid wasting the resources required to maintain separate pathways
for the synthesis of both left and right shoes. In
molecular systems such asymmetries cannot be
suppressed—chirality is a fundamental characteristic of any intermolecular interaction that utilizes three or more “attachment points” for recognition (Ogston, 1948)—and thus, at the molecular
level, the inevitable outcome of this selection is
homochirality rather than achirality.] Terrestrially, the symmetry between right- and lefthanded macromolecules is perfectly and universally broken by the use of homochiral monomers
in the synthesis of proteins, DNA, RNA, and
polysaccharides. (Polymers composed of achiral
monomers also fold into chiral objects but, in contrast, exhibit no net chirality because they populate both enantiomers equally.) Chiral, macromolecular machinery should thus provide a
universal signature of chemical life, irrespective
of its genesis.
How common are chiral macromolecules in living organisms? We cannot, of course, know the
ultimate limits on this value, but considering the
numbers for a typical terrestrial example would
seem a reasonable first approximation. The common bacterium Escherichia coli is composed of, by
mass, 70% water, 15% protein, 7% RNA and DNA,
3% polysaccharides, 2% lipids, and 3% inorganic
ions and small molecule metabolites (Ingraham et
al., 1983). Of note, about 5% of the water is physically coupled to chiral macromolecules in the
form of an inner hydration shell, and our calculations indicate that this material behaves as if it
were part of the macromolecule (see below). Thus
approximately 30% of the mass of a typical terrestrial cell is composed of chiral macromolecules

RESULTS
Arguments, simulation results, and limited experimental data supporting the concept that TCD
is an unambiguous and universal approach to life
detection are provided in the following sections,
as well as a description of progress towards the
building of the first TCD spectrometers.

Key assumptions
Enantiomerically pure, chiral macromolecules: a
universal signature of life. All living systems, irrespective of their genesis, will employ macromolecular “machines” in order to carry out their
metabolic and reproductive functions. A critical
component of life, which is defined here as a selfreplicating chemical system capable of evolving,
is the genetic storage of information (DNA and,
to a lesser extent, RNA are the terrestrial analogs).
This genetic material must encode the molecular
machines that are required to copy itself using as
building blocks only raw materials available from
the environment (with proteins and, to a lesser
extent, RNA playing this role terrestrially). These
machines, like all “tools,” are fundamentally threedimensional objects. Moreover, like the vast majority of three-dimensional objects, these macromolecular machines are chiral. That is, they lack
any mirror planes of symmetry and thus are not
superimposable onto their mirror images. In particular, the most obvious chiral symmetry in terrestrial biomaterials arises due to the helical
substructures that, despite their vastly differing
chemistries, are adopted by proteins, DNA, RNA,
and polysaccharides (e.g., Fig. 1). It has been argued that the ubiquity of these helical structures
reflects unavoidable geometric constraints associated with packing a polymer into a compact ob-
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or is chiral by close physical association with such
macromolecules. Given the abundance of chiral
macromolecules and their argued association
with life irrespective of its chemical genesis, the
important remaining questions are whether chiral macromolecules are an unambiguous signature of life and whether there exists a feasible, unbiased means of detecting them.
Chiral macromolecules are an unambiguous signature of life. It is widely held that enantiomerically
pure (i.e., net chiral) materials unambiguously
distinguish biological material from abiological
material (e.g., MacDermott et al., 1996; MacDermott, 1997). And while most of the support for
this assertion is, in a sense, negative observations,
the large body of these observations argues
strongly that the postulate is well founded. For
example, motivated by the observation that all
terrestrial organisms use the L enantiomers of the
amino acids and the D enantiomers of ribose or
deoxyribose in RNA and DNA, many creative
theories have been explored in an effort to explain
these homochiral “choices” in terms of enantiomeric biases predating the origins of life. Hypothesized mechanisms range from stereoselective destruction of small molecules by circularly
polarized UV light from magnetic neutron stars
(reviewed by Bailey, 2000; Jorissen and Cerf,
2002), through the influence of parity violation in
the weak nuclear force (reviewed by Podlech,
2001), to the influence of the “handedness” of the
Earth’s orbit around the sun (e.g., He et al., 2000).
Despite serious effort, however, only the first of
these mechanisms has ever been reported to produce any net chirality in the laboratory, and even
then the enantiomeric excess never exceeds a few
percent under even the most extreme experimental conditions (e.g., Bailey, 2000; Keszthelyi,
2001; Podlech, 2001; Wang and Liang, 2001). And
while beaker-scale syntheses have been reported
that employ vigorous stirring (e.g., Kondepudi
and Sabanayagam, 1994) to generate net chirality
(apparently by crushing and mixing the first nucleating crystal and thus ensuring that all subsequent crystals nucleate with the same handedness), either enantiomer is equally likely to be
produced in any given repeat of the experiment,
and thus this effect is extremely unlikely to generate net chirality on a planetary scale (reviewed
by Podlech, 2001). That said, a minor (2–9%), presumably abiologically produced enantiomeric excess has been observed in an astronomical con-
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text (e.g., Pizzarello and Cronin, 2000), though
the mechanisms underlying these minor excesses
have not been identified. In contrast, it is well established that minor enantiomeric excesses such
as these are insufficient to generate the homochiral, folded heteropolymers associated with life (e.g.,
Bonner, 1995; Brandon and Tooze, 1999). It appears, instead, that planetary-scale homochirality—net chirality of sufficient magnitude to generate chiral macromolecules—can only occur
when small-scale chiral fluctuations (randomly
generated or biased by mechanisms such as those
described above) are amplified via evolutionary
selection. For this reason we, and many others
(e.g., MacDermott et al., 1996; MacDermott, 1997),
believe that the observation of net chirality is an
unambiguous signature of biological processes.
Chiral macromolecules exhibit TCD. Extensive
simulations, theory, and empirical observations
suggest that all polar macromolecules, irrespective of their chemistry, will exhibit collective vibrational modes that are terahertz-active. If the
macromolecules are net chiral, these modes will
produce TCD. The significant question remains,
however, as to whether the TCD signals thus produced intense enough to be readily measured.
Here we explore these issues with reference to the
literature and to simulations.
All polar macromolecules absorb strongly in the terahertz. Extensive molecular dynamics simulations
(e.g., Brooks and Karplus, 1985, Hinsen, 1998; van
Vlijmen and Karplus, 1999; Hinsen et al., 2000,
Tama et al., 2000), normal mode calculations (e.g.,
Chen and Prohofsky, 1995; de Groot et al., 1998;
Hery et al., 1998; Buck and Karplus, 1999), and
more limited experimental studies (e.g., Markelz
et al., 2000; Globus et al., 2002; Woolard et al., 2002)
indicate that effectively all biomolecules of 500
atoms absorb strongly in the terahertz because of
collective vibrational modes. It is this combination of broad absorption at terahertz frequencies
and the potential for attendant broad CD (see below) occurring almost irrespective of the chemistry of the biomolecule that makes the terahertz
part of the spectrum attractive as an unbiased (in
terms of the precise chemistry of the molecular
machinery involved) vehicle for life detection.
All chiral macromolecules will exhibit CD at terahertz frequencies. CD, which is the wavelengthspecific differential absorption of left and right

circularly polarized light, provides information
on the asymmetry of chromophores. The optical
(UV, visible, near-infrared) chromophores of the
first row elements (i.e., elements that make strong
covalent bonds and are likely components of life:
carbon, oxygen, etc.), however, are achiral (e.g.,
carbonyls, carbon–carbon double bonds, etc.) and
thus do not inherently exhibit CD. When they are
present in a chiral, structured biomolecule, however, they are typically placed into asymmetric
environments or participate in asymmetric exciton interactions and thus exhibit CD. Because optical CD provides information on the structure of
biopolymers, the technique is an integral part of
contemporary biophysics, and numerous, excellent turnkey instruments are commercially available (reviewed by Kliger et al., 1990).
While optical CD is an extremely well-established technique, the approach has several drawbacks as a general life-detection scheme. For example, the use of optical CD assumes that the
putative biomaterial in question contains strong
optical chromophores. While such chromophores
are relatively common, the assumption that all
life forms will utilize heteropolymers absorbing
at optical wavelengths should be avoided if possible. A related concern regarding optical CD is
that by far the most likely chromophores in biological materials are composed of the cosmologically abundant, strongly covalent first row elements hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen,
and the optical chromophores of these structures
generally produce only weak CD at optical wavelengths. In the UV-visible spectral region, by far
the most likely chromophores are electronic transitions of carbon-, nitrogen-, and/or oxygencontaining double bonds. Double bonds of first
row elements are inherently symmetric structures, and thus they generally exhibit CD only as
a second-order effect when they are placed in
asymmetric environments or exhibit asymmetric
exciton interactions with other chromophores.
These second-order CD effects produce / of
typically 103–104 (e.g., Sprecher and Johnson,
1977). In the near-infrared, where likely chromphores are bond vibrations, the chiral asymmetry
is even less intrinsic to the system, leading to /
of 104–105 for both proteins (e.g., Pancoska et
al., 1989) and DNA (e.g., Keiderling et al., 1989).
Because all macromolecules containing charges
or polarized bonds absorb in the terahertz, and
all chiral macromolecules will exhibit CD, almost
all biologically produced macromolecules will
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FIG. 5. Top: Dispersion relation for torsional acoustic
modes of the model helix. The amplitude versus drive
frequency, or wavevector, for the particular charge distribution in the model helix. Middle: The absorption
spectrum of the model helix. Bottom: The model’s corresponding CD features, defined as the difference between
the extinction of right and left circularly polarized radiation.
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produce TCD. The question remains, however, as
to whether this TCD is intense enough that it can
be readily measured. A simple argument suggesting that the magnitude of TCD may be relatively large is the observation that, in the terahertz, the “chromophores” are the inherently
asymmetric macrovibrational modes of chiral objects. At optical wavelengths, where the vast majority of likely chromophores are inherently symmetric, the rare occurrence of inherent asymmetry
leads to 1–2 orders of magnitude larger CD intensities; for example, the inherently asymmetric
hydrocarbon hexahelicene exhibits a / approaching 1% (Newman et al., 1967).

Simulation results
We have attempted to develop more quantitative insights into the nature and magnitude of
biomolecular TCD signals by computing the TCD
spectra of two simple, computational models.
Both models suggest that macromolecular vibrations of the helical structures inside typical biomolecules will lead to reasonably strong TCD,
with precise spectral signatures that are a sensitive function of the distribution of mass, charge,
and elastic couplings within the structure.
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Mass and spring model. CD at terahertz frequencies involves a very different set of excitations than those responsible for UV, visible, and
near-infrared CD. UV CD and visible light CD are
intimately related to electronic excitations. Nearinfrared CD is largely connected to vibrations associated with the stretching and bending of bonds
(Deutsche and Moscowitz, 1968, 1970; Schellma,
1973). But excitations in the terahertz and associated CD are best described as macromolecular vibrations involving large pieces of the molecule
beating against each other (Fig. 1). In order to simulate such motions, and the TCD spectral features
associated with them, we have developed and
characterized a simple “mass and spring” model
of a typical biopolymer helix. The torsional
acoustic modes supported by our specific model
of the helix are shown (Fig. 5). As in linear chain
models of acoustic modes in solids, the highestfrequency mode corresponds to an acoustic
wavelength of max  2a, twice the site spacing.
This particular calculation assumes that the helix
is infinitely long. A finite helix will support additional standing waves with wavelengths determined by the boundary conditions at the ends. If,
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guided by typical terrestrial examples (e.g., Fig.
1), we take the helix to be 7 periods long we
estimate that the longest wavelength is approximately max  140a, corresponding to a frequency of 0.5 THz.
In reality, the excitation of the helix in the biomolecule is not uniform; there are a variety of
masses, extraneous coupling to the environment,
different charges, and different local field corrections. The electromagnetic field, very nearly uniform on the length scale of the helix, drives a
variety of modes determined by the Fourier transform of the charge coupling parameters along the
helix. Here we have simply lumped a charge
every 14 sites to simulate a very nonuniform excitation of the helix. The consequences of this particular distribution of charge are shown (Fig. 5).
The electromagnetic field at a given frequency
will resonate with a torsional acoustic mode at a
wavevector determined by the dispersion relation, but produces an amplitude exhibiting resonant behavior at acoustic wavelengths or
wavevectors determined by the spatial variation
of the charge in the helix. We conclude that a particular helix will have a signature determined by,
among other things, the distributions of mass and
charge.
We have calculated the polarization produced
by a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave and
find that in addition to the polarization in the direction of the applied terahertz electric field, the
system produces polarization perpendicular to it
and with the symmetry properties (Fowles, 1989)
required to produce rotation or TCD. Several relevant features are observed in the resulting resonant absorption and resonant TCD. As expected,
the helical model absorbs strongly at the frequencies corresponding to the resonant excitation
shown (Fig. 5, middle). For the model density, the
absorption is quite strong. Indeed, it is well
known that glasses with reasonable charge density, such as sodium silicate glasses, exhibit
strong terahertz absorption that strengthens with
increasing frequency. The TCD spectral features
consist of a series of zero crossings (Fig. 5, bottom). In the simple model the resonant features
are simply determined by the distribution of
charges. We may expect that any particular helical unit exhibits a unique, broad band “signature”
pattern of such zero crossings.
CD is always a small fraction of the direct absorption. Using visible, UV, or infrared ratios as
a guide we would expect that the ratio will be
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FIG. 6. Top: Simulation of the CD spectrum of an artificial bacteriorhodopsin-like system containing seven partially
charged point masses connected via weak harmonic bonds (see text). This artificial chiral system generates 15 vibrational modes, the first three of which are illustrated (lower panels). Electrostatic contours show the partial charges
on the point masses and the arrows indicate relative motion of the masses during the vibration. The rotatory strengths
were calculated using the VCD engine within Gaussian-98 (Frisch et al., 1998).
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a/THz, where a is of the order of the atom or
ion spacing. This is a very small number at terahertz frequencies. But the molecular unit, the
“terahertz chromophore,” that is responsible for
the terahertz absorption involves many atoms
and ions (Holzwarth and Chabay, 1972). For a helix 7 periods in length, the long wavelength
acoustic mode in our simple model is 140a, and
we expect to recover CD to absorption ratios that
are reasonable relative to those of electronic excitations or near-infrared vibrations. For this particular, rather simple model we find / 104,
suggesting that TCD may be at least as intense as
CD at optical wavelengths. We thus conclude that
the collective vibrations of the helical structures
inside typical biomolecules are likely to lead to
reasonably strong and complex TCD spectra.
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Normal mode analysis. We have also performed
more detailed calculations to model a specific,
representative terrestrial biopolymer, the protein bacteriorhodopsin (Fig. 1). Because bacteriorhodopsin, an archeal light-transducing protein
(Oesterhelt and Stoeckenius, 1971), is thought to
have been an important contributor to terrestrial
life for nearly 3.5 billion years it is perhaps a particularly appropriate choice for this study (Stuart
and Birge, 1996). The Archaea from which it is
obtained, Halobacterium salinarum, is an extreme
halophile that lives in natural environments such
as the Dead Sea, the Great Salt Lake, or salt flats
where the salt concentration is above that found
in the oceans (as high as 25% NaCl). The deep
purple color of many salt flats is due to high concentrations of this protein in the membrane of
these organisms.
As described above, we have simulated the
low-frequency vibrational modes of bacteriorhodopsin. There are a total of 268 calculated
modes below 3 THz, roughly 20% of which are
strongly allowed. The most intense modes involve concerted motions of entire helices, a representative example of which is illustrated (Fig.
1). We simulate the TCD activity of these modes
using charged heavy masses to simulate entire
helices connected by harmonic springs (Fig. 6).
Only some of the resultant modes are reflective
of the modes observed in a protein. For example,
the lowest-frequency mode (mode 1) is an out-ofplane distortion that has no direct analogy in the
bands calculated for bacteriorhodopsin. In contrast, modes 2 and 3 of our simulation have much
in common with the in-plane helix translocation
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modes that characterize the terahertz vibrations
in bacteriorhodopsin. The fact that such modes
consistently yield intense TCD bands is logical
because the charged unit is vibrating within a chiral arrangement. Based on these simulations we
propose that a majority of the strong protein vibrational modes below 3 THz will have observable TCD activity with rotatory strengths in the
range 1042–1041 esu2 cm2 (1065–1064 C2 m2).
However, the fact that individual modes have
TCD activity does not guarantee that the net TCD
spectrum of the biomolecule will be intense. This
observation follows from the fact that two nearby
modes can have similar but opposite rotational
strengths (e.g., modes 2 and 3 in Fig. 6). As the
density of vibrational modes increases, the probability of accidental cancellations of net rotational
strength will increase. Our simulations indicate
that the density of modes increases as the vibrational energy increases, and it is possible that
large proteins may yield such a high density of
TCD modes above 2 THz that the average rotational strength will start to decrease at energies
near or above this frequency. A definitive answer
to this hypothesis is beyond the capability of our
current models and thus provides further impetus for experimental studies of TCD.
“Induced chirality” in macromolecular hydration
shells. We have also investigated the contributions
of hydration shells to likely biomolecular TCD
signatures. Although water is the principal constituent of biological systems, it is achiral, and
thus bulk water will not exhibit TCD. Approximately 1–5% of the water in a cell, however, is
“biological water” that is in direct association
with polar or charged groups on the surface or
inside of proteins and nucleic acids and may, due
to this “induced chirality,” be CD-active. In order
to test this, we have carried out a series of calculations on biological water using Hartree–Fock
and density functional (B3LYP) methods. We
were surprised to find that, by weight, biological
water will likely be the single most important
source of a TCD signature of a hydrated biological system. We find two sources of contribution.
The first is solvation enhancement. When water
is added to a system, it stabilizes ionic species
through direct association with the polar and
charged amino acids. When these residues participate in low-frequency, large-amplitude vibrational motion, the hydration shell moves to maintain stabilization of the polar or charged species.
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The net result is a lowering of the frequency and
an enhancement in the intensity of the signal. The
frequency is lowered because the mass of the vibrating system has increased. The intensity increases because the magnitude of the charges is
enhanced through solvation. Because a chiral
subsystem imparts chirality on the supersystem,
the first hydration shell enhances the chirality of
the local protein environment. The second hydration shell tends to slightly diminish the chirality because of fluid motion, and subsequent
shells have relatively little impact. In all cases we
investigated, however, water enhanced the TCD
signature. We also found that there were some
specific cases of very intense TCD signals associated with water “wires” that bridged the gap between two charged residues. In the five examples
studied, water wires containing from three to
seven molecules exhibited low-frequency modes
in the 0.3–3 THz region, and many of these modes
had rotatory strengths above 1042 esu2 cm2.
From a mass-weighted perspective, water wires
between charged residues were the single most
important source of TCD bands that we observed
in our simulations.

terials, it is sufficient to detect the TCD arising
from small metal springs, which are both conducting and chiral on the length scale of the radiation and thus exhibit strong CD (Fig. 7). We
anticipate that, with the inclusion of reference detectors, antireflective coatings, significant, automated signal averaging, and, ultimately, synchronous detection, it will be possible to improve
the signal-to-noise of this spectrometer to the
105 we estimate would be suitable for a lifedetection approach.

DISCUSSION
Here we have argued that, irrespective of the
chemistry upon which they are based, all forms
of chemical life will employ enantiomerically
pure, chiral macromolecules as the “machines”
employed in their metabolism and reproduction.
The results of our simulations strongly suggest
that all such macromolecules will absorb strongly
in the terahertz, as has been previously documented experimentally for terrestrial biopolymers, and that these absorbance features will exhibit relatively strong CD. There appear to be

Development of TCD spectrometers
Previous attempts to build TCD spectrometers
have met with only limited success (Polavarapu
and Chen, 1994; Polavarapu and Deng, 1996). We
are currently developing three competing TCD
spectrometer schemes (Fig. 4) that potentially offer significant advantages over previous efforts in
terms of both signal-to-noise ratios and possible
systematic errors. The three approaches differ in
the manner in which alternating circular polarization is generated.
TCD appears technologically feasible. To date the
most progress has been made with a spectrometer that generates alternative polarizations via a
quartz 1/4  wave plate. Because quartz crystals
are birefringent, the indices of refraction for vertically and horizontally polarized light differ at
terahertz wavelengths, an effect that can be used
to construct a 1/4  wave plate that generates alternating right- and left-circularly polarized light
as the quartz is rotated (Fig. 4, top panels). The
signal-to-noise ratio of the currently implemented (manually operated and thus with limited averaging) spectrometer is 102. While this
is insufficient to detect TCD in terrestrial bioma-

FIG. 7. TCD signals of 0.23-mm-diameter, righthanded, copper springs observed at 0.14 THz using the
rotating quartz 1/4 waveplate spectrometer. The reproducibility of measurements, collected at 180° intervals,
clearly demonstrates the impressive signal-to-noise obtained with this spectrometer despite the relatively minor
averaging used in this data collection (each point represents eight replicates). The non-equivalence of the observed transmittance of linearly polarized radiation at 90°
intervals reflects the small linear dichroism associated
with these (imperfectly helical) springs.
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several possible means of building a spectrometer to detect this TCD, one of which we have built
and used to have measure the TCD of a macroscopic, positive control. The TCD life-detection
approach not only provides a potential test for
chirality as a signature of life in unknown, complex materials, but also serves to highlight the
much broader and hitherto poorly explored concept of detecting life via the macromolecular machinery with which it carries out its metabolic and
genetic functions.
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